GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS AND GUEST EDITORS OF MARVELLOUS GROUNDS
(marvellousgrounds.com)
1. Copyright
The Author grants and assigns to Marvellous Grounds the non-exclusive right to publish
their original content on the Marvellous Grounds website (marvellousgrounds.com). All
other rights in the submission now existing or which may hereafter come into existence,
except those hereby specifically granted to Marvellous Grounds, are reserved to and by
the Author for the Author’s use.
2. Research Ethics and Copyright
By publishing on the Marvellous Grounds website, the Author agrees that they have
represented all individuals and communities discussed in their contribution fairly and
ethically, and given due thought to how their representations may impact relationships
in the community. The Author further agrees that they have done their due diligence in
clearing copyright for any texts and images used in their submission and agrees to take
responsibility should any copyright issues regarding their contribution arise.
3. Acknowledgment
When republishing the content, the author agrees to cite Marvellous Grounds as the
first publisher with the following citation format:
Author (year). (Title of their contribution). In (title of the blog issue), Marvellous
Grounds. Available online: (web link to the contribution on marvellousgrounds.com),
date of publication.
4. What We Offer
Marvellous Grounds is a collectively run archive meant to support community members
in editing and publishing their work, with a wider goal of documenting queer and trans
Black, Indigenous and people of colour histories in Toronto that are often erased. We
provide this support for free, and we do not offer contributors a publishing fee. By
agreeing to publish on Marvellous Grounds’ website, the Author understands that
Marvellous Grounds, as a self-publishing platform, does not offer honoraria for
submissions.
5. Author Changes to the Work
Due to the nature of the collective, which fluctuates in its human resources and
capacities, we do not accept changes to the work once it is published.
6. Advertising and Promotion
Marvellous Grounds shall have the right to use the Author’s name, image, likeness and

biographical material provided by the Author for advertising and promoting the blog to
its readers, including through social media online.
7. Guest Editors’ Responsibilities
While we provide mentorship and support to help guest editors bring their special issue
or focus into a publishable format, each guest editor agrees to take the ultimate
responsibility for their issue. In addition to ensuring that their contributing authors are
aware of the terms and conditions outlined above, the guest editor agrees to work with
their authors to reach their full potential and to carefully proofread each contribution.
See also Proposal Guidelines for Guest Editors.

